PACTS RTMS Subcommittee
Tuesday, October 12, 2021
10:00 -11:30 a.m.
Meeting Agenda

Webinar link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86529971255
Phone: 301-715-8592—Webinar ID: 865 2997 1255
Participating by phone? Use *9 to raise your hand and *6 to unmute.

1.

Welcome

This meeting is being recorded and will be made available at gpcog.org/AgendaCenter.
2.

Public Comment

5 minutes

Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment on items not on
this agenda. For items on this agenda, additional opportunity for public comment will be provided after
the item's staff report.
3.

Limited Emergency Declaration

5 minutes

Discussion, public hearing, and a vote to adopt an order declaring a limited emergency to allow for the
continuation of remote public meetings.
4.

Remote Participation Policy

5 minutes

Discussion, public hearing, and a vote to adopt a remote participation policy for the PACTS Regional
Transportation Advisory Committee.
5.

Approval of the June 8, 2021 Meeting Minutes

5 minutes

6.

RTMS Upgrade Phased Implementation Costs

30 minutes

A discussion on a phased implementation plan and associated costs.
7.

Regional Maintenance

20 minutes

A discussion of work on a regional maintenance plan.
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Future Topics and Direction

10 minutes

A discussion regarding issues, concerns, topics for future meetings.
9.

Other Business

10.

Adjourn

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to review agenda materials
or participate in this meeting, please contact:
Zoe Miller, GPCOG Director of Community Engagement
(207) 838-8382
zmiller@gpcog.org
Notification 72 hours prior to the meeting will help us to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility to
this meeting.
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Limited Emergency Declaration

Contact

Elizabeth Roberts, staff

Recommended action

Adopt the Order Declaring a Limited Emergency for the PACTS Regional Traffic
Management System Subcommittee (RTMS).

Attachments

3A—Order Declaring a Limited Emergency

In response to a recent increase in the COVID-19 infection rate, the spread of the Delta variant, and
concerns related to ventilation in GPCOG meeting rooms while allowing for public occupancy, the
GPCOG Executive Committee held an emergency meeting on August 24 to declare a limited
emergency. The limited emergency allows for the continuation of remote public meetings in accordance
with Maine law and the GPCOG/PACTS Remote Participation Policy. To allow GPCOG boards and
committees to meet remotely as soon as possible, the GPCOG Executive Committee’s order took effect
immediately. The GPCOG Executive Committee strongly recommends that all other GPCOG and
PACTS boards, commissions, and committees take similar action. The PACTS Policy Board adopted
an Order Declaring a Limited Emergency at its meeting on August 24.
After a public hearing, RTMS members may take action on the proposed Order Declaring a Limited
Emergency.
Recommended action: Adopt the Order Declaring a Limited Emergency for the PACTS Regional
Traffic Management System Subcommittee (RTMS).
Public Hearing: Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment
on this item.
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ORDER DECLARING A LIMITED EMERGENCY
WHEREAS, in the Spring of 2021 the COVID-19 Pandemic had seemed to be coming to an end with
the advent of vaccines and good vaccination rates, but instead infection rates, and new variants,
hospitalizations, and deaths from the COVID-19 virus have been increasing in recent months; and
WHEREAS, in the two (2) weeks between July 14 and July 28, 2021, the rate of COVID-19 infections
confirmed by testing have more than doubled in the United States, and those trends continue; and
WHEREAS, on July 1, 2021, in the State of Maine, the average daily case total was 22.1;
WHEREAS, since that time the rate of COVID-19 infections confirmed by testing in the State of Maine
has increased at a significant rate to an average number of 67.1 daily cases as of July 27, 2021, for an
increase of 203.6 percent, and those trends continue; and
WHEREAS, a majority of the new infections in the United States and the State of Maine involve the
Delta variant, a highly contagious SARS-CoV-2 virus strain, which was first identified in December
2020; and
WHEREAS, the Delta variant has increased transmission, the severity of COVID-19 infections based
on hospitalization and case fatality rates, and decreased susceptibility to therapeutic agents; and
WHEREAS, the Delta variant represents 47.6 percent of all sequenced samples collected in July in the
State of Maine; and
WHEREAS, as a result of the Delta variant and the increase in COVID-19 infections, the United States
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention announced on July 27, 2021, that fully vaccinated
individuals should wear masks in indoor public settings in parts of the country that are experiencing a
substantial or high transmission of COVID-19; and
WHEREAS, the Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention similarly announced on July 28,
2021, that masks are recommended to be worn by fully vaccinated individuals in public indoor settings
in almost all Maine counties, including Cumberland County; and
WHEREAS, the risk of COVID-19 virus transmission from vaccinated individuals to unvaccinated
individuals (for example children under 12) remains unknown; and
WHEREAS, as a result of the above-described situation, the Executive Director has determined that
GPCOG offices will remain closed to regular business and that masks must be worn by staff in
GPCOG’s offices; and
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WHEREAS, GPCOG offices and conference rooms have adequate ventilation under normal
circumstances, but have windows that do not open and do not provide sufficient space to socially
distance the number of members on many standing committees; and
WHEREAS, the technology infrastructure and processes currently exist to continue to continue to allow
remote participation in and public access to GPCOG and PACTS meetings in accordance with Maine
law; and
WHEREAS, GPCOG is committed to continuing to provide opportunities for public engagement which
are accessible and safe; and
WHEREAS, all GPCOG and PACTS boards and committees have or will be adopting a Remote
Participation Policy as authorized in 1 M.R.S. section 403-B;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDERED AND DECLARED by the GPCOG Executive Committee that a
limited emergency continues to exist within the Greater Portland region; and
BE IT FURTHER ORDERED, that as a result of the declared limited emergency and the existence of
an “emergency or urgent issue” as described above, pursuant to 1 M.R.S. section 403-B and GPCOG’s
recently adopted Remote Participation Policy, being physically present for meetings in GPCOG’s
offices is not practicable at this time, and therefore requires that all GPCOG committees and other
groups continue to be conducted by remote technology/methods only until the limited emergency is
terminated; and
BE IT FURTHER ORDERED, that as a result of this declared limited emergency, the existence of an
“emergency or urgent issue,” the fact that GPCOG offices remain closed to the public, and in order to
be consistent throughout the GPCOG’s activities, the GPCOG Executive Committee hereby strongly
recommends that all other GPCOG and PACTS boards, commissions, and committees who have
adopted a Remote Participation Policy also continue to meet by remote technology/methods only in
accordance with the requirements of their adopted policy; and
BE IT FURTHER ORDERED that this Order is enacted as an Emergency so that it may take effect
immediately.
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Remote Participation Policy

Contact

Elizabeth Roberts, staff

Recommended action

Adopt the Remote Participation Policy for the PACTS Regional Traffic Management
System Subcommittee (RTMS).

Attachments

4A—Public Law Chapter 290
4B—Remote Participation Policy

Governor Mills signed Public Law Chapter 290 into law on June 21, 2021. The law, included as
Attachment 4A, establishes (1) requirements that meetings be held in-person, and (2) the
circumstances under which members of public bodies may participate in public meetings using remote
technology.
In order to take advantage of the new remote participation law, PACTS’ Regional Traffic Management
System Subcommittee (RTMS) must hold a public hearing and then adopt a policy in conformance with
the new state law. If approved, the proposed Remote Participation Policy, included as Attachment 4B,
will allow committee members to attend RTMS meetings via remote technologies pursuant to the
requirements of Public Law Chapter 290. The PACTS Policy Board adopted the Remote Participation
Policy on July 22.
Please note that the Order Declaring a Limited Emergency, included in the previous item, allows
meetings to be held remotely until the limited emergency is terminated.
After a public hearing, RTMS members may take action on the proposed Remote Participation Policy.
Recommended action: Adopt the Remote Participation Policy for the PACTS Regional Traffic
Management System (RTMS).
Public Hearing: Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment
on this item.
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Public Law Chapter 290
An Act Regarding Remote Participation in Public Proceedings
Emergency preamble. Whereas, acts and resolves of the Legislature do not become effective
until 90 days after adjournment unless enacted as emergencies; and
Whereas, the state of emergency declared by the Governor pursuant to the Maine Revised
Statutes, Title 37-B, section 742 in response to the public health emergency caused by the
spread of the novel coronavirus disease referred to as COVID-19 may terminate sooner than 90
days after the adjournment of the First Special Session of the 130 th Legislature; and
Whereas, the Maine Revised Statutes, Title 1, section 403-A governs remote participation in
public proceedings of certain public bodies but is automatically repealed 30 days after the
termination of the state of emergency declared by the Governor; and
Whereas, there is a need to have in place a law that governs remote participation in public
proceedings of certain public bodies after the termination of the state of emergency declared
by the Governor; and
Whereas, in the judgment of the Legislature, these facts create an emergency within the
meaning of the Constitution of Maine and require the following legislation as immediately
necessary for the preservation of the public peace, health and safety; now, therefore,
Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows:
Sec. 1. 1 MRSA §403-B is enacted to read:
§403-B. Remote participation in public proceedings
1. Remote participation. This section governs remote methods of participation in public
proceedings of certain public bodies. For the purposes of this section, "remote methods" means
telephonic or video technology allowing simultaneous reception of information and may
include other means when such means are necessary to provide reasonable accommodation to
a person with a disability. Public proceedings may not be conducted by text-only means such as
e-mail, text messages or chat functions.
2. Requirements. A public body subject to this subchapter may allow members of the body to
participate in a public proceeding using remote methods only under the following conditions:
A. After notice and hearing the body has adopted a written policy governing the conditions
upon which members of the body and the public may participate in a public proceeding of that
body by remote methods;
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B. The policy adopted pursuant to paragraph A must provide that members of the body are
expected to be physically present for public proceedings except when being physically present
is not practicable. Circumstances in which physical presence for one or more members is not
practicable may include:
(1) The existence of an emergency or urgent issue that requires the public body to meet by
remote methods;
(2) Illness, other physical condition or temporary absence from the jurisdiction of the body that
causes a member of the body to face significant difficulties traveling to and attending in person
at the location in the notice under section 406;
(3) With respect to a public body with statewide membership, significant distance a member
must travel to be physically present at the location in the notice under section 406; and
(4) The area of the public body's jurisdiction includes geographic characteristics that impede or
slow travel, including but not limited to islands not connected by bridges;
C. The policy adopted pursuant to paragraph A must provide members of the public a
meaningful opportunity to attend by remote methods when members of the body participate
by remote methods, and reasonable accommodations may be provided when necessary to
provide access to individuals with disabilities;
D. If the body allows or is required to provide an opportunity for public input during the
proceeding, an effective means of communication between the members of the body and the
public must be provided;
E. Notice of the proceeding must be provided in accordance with section 406. When the public
may attend by remote methods pursuant to paragraphs C and D, the notice must include the
means by which members of the public may access the proceeding using remote methods. The
notice must also identify a location for members of the public to attend in person. The body
may not determine that public attendance at a proceeding will be limited solely to remote
methods except under the conditions in paragraph B, subparagraph (1);
F. A member of the body who participates in a public proceeding by remote methods is present
for purposes of a quorum and voting;
G. All votes taken during a public proceeding using remote methods must be taken by roll call
vote that can be seen and heard if using video technology, and heard if using only audio
technology, by the other members of the public body and the public; and
H. The public body must make all documents and other materials considered by the public body
available, electronically or otherwise, to the public who attend by remote methods to the same
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extent customarily available to members of the public who attend the proceedings of the public
body in person, as long as additional costs are not incurred by the public body.
3. Remote participation not permitted. This section does not authorize town meetings held
pursuant to Title 30-A, section 2524 or regional school unit budget meetings held pursuant to
Title 20-A, section 1482-A to be conducted using remote methods.
4. Application. This section does not apply to:
A. The Legislature; or
B. A public body to which specific statutory provisions for remote participation apply.
Emergency clause. In view of the emergency cited in the preamble, this legislation takes effect
when approved.
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REMOTE PARTICIPATION POLICY
PACTS Regional Transportation Advisory Committee (RTAC)
September 7, 2021
Pursuant to 1 M.R.S. § 403-B, and after public notice and hearing, the above-named body adopts the
following policy to govern the participation, via remote methods, of members of the body and the public
in the public proceedings or meetings of the body.
Members of the body are expected to be physically present for meetings except when not practicable,
such as in the case of an emergency or urgent issue that requires the body to meet via remote methods,
or an illness or temporary absence of a member that causes significant difficulty traveling to the meeting
location. The GPCOG Executive Director or the Director’s designee, in consultation with the Chair if
appropriate and possible, will make a determination that remote methods of participation are necessary
in as timely a manner as possible under the circumstances. A member who is unable to attend a meeting
in person will notify the chair or presiding officer of the body as far in advance as possible.
Remote methods of participation may include telephonic or video technology allowing simultaneous
reception of information and may include other means necessary to accommodate disabled persons.
Remote participation will not be by text-only means such as e-mail, text messages, or chat functions.
The public will be provided a meaningful opportunity to attend via remote methods when any member
of the body participates via remote methods. If public input is allowed or required at the meeting, an
effective means of communication between the body and the public will also be provided. The public
will also be provided an opportunity to attend the meeting in person unless there is an emergency or
urgent issue that requires the entire body to meet using remote methods.
Notice of all meetings will be provided in accordance with 1 M.R.S. § 406 and any applicable charter,
policy, or bylaw. When the public may attend via remote methods, notice will include the means by
which the public may access the meeting remotely and will provide a method for disabled persons to
request necessary accommodation to access the meeting. Notice will also identify a location where the
public may attend the meeting in person. The body will not restrict public attendance to remote methods
except in the case of an emergency or urgent issue that requires the body to meet using remote methods
of attendance.
The body will make all documents and materials to be considered by the body available, electronically
or otherwise, to the public who attend remotely to the same extent customarily available to the public
who attend in person, provided no additional costs are incurred by the body.
All votes taken during a meeting using remote methods will be by roll call vote that can be seen and
heard if using video technology, or heard if using audio technology only, by other members of the body
and the public. A member of the body who participates remotely will be considered present for purposes
of a quorum and voting.
This policy will remain in force indefinitely unless amended or rescinded.
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Approval of July 6, 2021 Meeting Minutes

Contact

Harold Spetla, staff

Recommended action

Approve the June 8, 2021 PACTS Regional Traffic Management System
Subcommittee (RTMS) meeting minutes.

Attachment

5A—2021-06-08 PACTS Regional Traffic Management System Subcommittee
(RTMS) Meeting Minutes

The previous meeting of the PACTS Regional Traffic Management System Subcommittee (RTMS) was
held on June 8, 2021. Minutes from the meeting are included as Attachment 5A for review, discussion,
and approval.
Recommended action: Approve the July 6, 2021 PACTS Regional Traffic Management System
Subcommittee (RTMS) meeting minutes.
Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment on this item.
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PACTS Regional Traffic Management System
Committee Meeting Notes
Tuesday, June 8, 2021
10:00 AM -11:30 AM
Remote Meeting
In Attendance:
Committee Members
Tom Milligan
Bob Burns, Vice Chair
Steve Landry
Jeremiah Bartlett, Chair
Travis Moore
Stephen Buckley
Justin Gove
Katherine Kelley
Mark Arienti
Guests
Brad Lyon
Curtis Thompson
Vinny (Intern)
Craig Chekan

Affiliation
Biddeford
Gorham
MaineDOT
Portland
Saco
Scarborough
South Portland
Westbrook
Windham

Attendance
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N

Sebago Technics
Sebago Technics
Sebago Technics
Biddeford

For GPCOG
Elizabeth Roberts, Harold Spetla,
and Chris Chop
1. Welcome- Jeremiah Bartlett, Chair
Jeremiah opened the meeting at 10:05 AM.
2. Public Comments
There was no public comment. Vinny, a Sebago Technics Intern, was designated as a Panelist.
3. Acceptance of 4/13/21 Notes
There were no comments on the meeting notes. Stephen Buckley moved to accept the notes from
4/13/21, Tom Milligan seconded. There were none opposed.
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4. RTMS System Options
Sebago Technics provided a summary of the possible system architecture options for the PACTS
RTMS network – 1) a cloud-based ATMS.Now system, 2) expanding the City of Portland’s existing
ATMS.Now system, or 3) an NTCIP based central system, which would be able to communicate with
different brands of controllers.
In February, Sebago Technics had sent questions to RTMS Subcommittee members regarding their
prioritized interests for the PACTS RTMS network. The top 3 priorities were:
1. The traffic management software should be able to identify vehicle and pedestrian detector status
and be capable of sending automated alerts when faults are determined.
2. The traffic management software only needs to be accessible by users responsible for the operation
of the traffic signals
3. The traffic management software should be capable of allowing users to remotely modify the traffic
signal timings of coordinated, high volume, or high priority intersections.

Sebago Technics presented a “Phased Hybrid Approach” recommendation. The three-phase
approach is as follows:
Phase 1
• Replace existing Streetwise Server with NTCIP Based Central System.
• Continue to utilize Portland’s ATMS.Now server and Highway Tech’s Hosted Server for
intersections with existing communications.
Phase 2
• Expand NTCIP Central System Network to include other major corridors that currently lack
communications.
• Expand NTCIP Central System Network to include isolated high-volume intersections.
Phase 3
• Expand NTCIP Central System Network to include all PACTS intersections.
• (Optional) Discontinue use of Portland’s ATMS.Now server and Highway Tech’s Hosted Server
and move all intersections onto NTCIP Based Central System.

Tom Milligan asked if there was a way to estimate what the municipal share would be for
implementing the different options. Brad Lyon stated there would need to be more clarity on “who
was paying for what” in terms of installation and on-going maintenance in order to provide an
itemized estimate.
Brad emphasized the importance of maintaining flexibility in the future due to differing agendas
and goals in municipalities throughout the PACTS region. Jeremiah Bartlett expressed his support
for any unified system for PACTS.
Elizabeth Roberts added that a vote on this item does not financially commit a municipality to
anything, but it provides PACTS with an idea of what approach is preferred for the region.
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Steve Landry cautioned that there might be future issues with compatibility between vendors. Brad
Lyon noted that Sebago Technics is cognizant of that possibility and added that a one-vendor
approach is accompanied by different challenges.
Tom Milligan made the motion to recommend PACTS staff to focus on a phased hybrid approach
for the RTMS network and to authorize the development for a more detailed cost estimate per
municipality, Jeremiah Bartlett provided a second to the motion. There was no discussion and all
were in favor.

5. Funding Options Update
PACTS had previously put forth a signal project to Congresswoman Pingree’s office for a funding
earmark. The signal project was not selected for funding by Congresswoman Pingree’s office, but
Senator King and Senator Collins also recently requested project proposals for earmark. PACTS has
combined the RTMS signal project, Traffic Signal Priority, and Transit Stop Access into one project
called “Transit Accessibility and Priority.” The proposed scope included connecting signals to the
RTMS server, signal/controller upgrades for signal priority, and improvements to approximately 60
transit stop locations. The funding would be approximately $2.5 million for the RTMS signal project
and approximately $5 million total.
6. Adaptive Traffic Signals
Jeremiah Bartlett presented on the City of Portland’s experience with adaptive traffic signals (ATS).
Adaptive traffic control is intended to time signal operations based on actual traffic demand and
can be centralized by intersection or communicate in networks.
Portland’s first deployment of ATS was on Forest Ave from Morrill’s Corner to Woodford’s Corner.
Portland has been working with Rapid Flow and Rhythm Engineering.
Rapid Flow, SurTrac, was originally designed for urban grid systems. It can add communications
modules, broadcast signal timing and phasing data, and are capable of creating opportunities for
fleets – transit, plows, operations, and freight.
Rhythm Engineering, In|Sync, was designed for corridors in Kansas City and can also broadcast
signal timing and phasing data. In|Sync has high level detection technology add-ons and will likely
have additional capabilities in the future.
The advantage of ATS is that they can be more responsive to changes, can provide smooth updates
to new features, and may provide operations that standard controllers cannot. ATS may provide
safety benefits due to unpredictability of adaptive signals.
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Disadvantages of ATS include: expensive add-ons, more time with “customer service,” and
motorists hate unpredictability. Additionally, a good time-of-day plan can provide similar benefits
in some scenarios.
Adaptive technology becomes worth the expense when it is extremely difficult to establish an
effective time-of-day plan. Jeremiah encouraged municipalities to decide on their own what sort of
signal technology they want and need.
7. Other Business
There was no discussion of other business.
8. Adjourn.
Tom Milligan made the motion to adjourn and Jeremiah Bartlett provided a second. All were in
favor of adjournment at 11:29 AM.
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RTMS Upgrade Phased Implementation Costs

Contact

Sebago Technics, consultant

Recommended action

Recommend the NTCIP Based Central System for the Policy Board’s consideration

Attachments

None.

At the June 8th RTMS subcommittee meeting, the subcommittee approved the option of an NTCIP
Based Central System to upgrade the PACTS RTMS server and software. Sebago Technics has
developed a phased approach for implementation and associated costs.
Recommended Action: Recommend the NTCIP Based Central System for the Policy Board’s
consideration
Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment on this item.
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Signal Maintenance Plan

Contact

Elizabeth Roberts, staff

Recommended action

For information and discussion.

Attachments

none

Currently, municipalities are responsible for maintenance of hardware, emergency response, and all
costs or fees required for maintaining signal operations continuously. PACTS has provided some
funding for the services of an engineering consultant to respond to and address problem situations with
the traffic signal electronic components and detection. What is the direction for future signal
maintenance?
Sebago Technics has been inventorying signal equipment including structures of the region’s signals.
They are working to establish a plan for improvements to individual signals, signal corridors, and the
signal network including communications for all RTMS signals and ATMS software. They are also
working to establish a plan for regular signal equipment maintenance.

Recommended action: For information and discussion.
Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment on this item.
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Future Topics and Direction

Contact

Elizabeth Roberts, staff

Recommended action

For information and discussion.

Attachments

none

Staff are currently developing the calendar year (CY) 2022-2023 Unified Planning Work Program
(UPWP) that documents the metropolitan transportation planning activities to be performed in
compliance with federal regulation (23 CFR Part 450.308). The transportation planning tasks identified
in the UPWP are funded through a combination of federal, state, and local sources. The draft plan for
the upcoming UPWP includes funding to develop strategies for coordinating and maintaining the
region’s traffic signal network.
Recommended action: For information and discussion.
Members of the public are welcome to provide up to three minutes of public comment on this item.
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